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My "doctor's words" lack the power to capture the stories of these terrific children.
Harry's beautiful pictures open up their world, their stories which have been denied for
too long. A world of joy, like any child's. They have been forgotten people-young kids
struggling quietly to save their lives from an unfair enemy. Families have put aside
careers, sold homes, sacrificed and suffered a thousand losses. For too many, all
this has failed to stop their children's cancers.

They are sent to us unknowing. A child and her parents answer our medical history
questions tensely: Perfectly healthy until the past 2-4 weeks. Since then maybe a little
less bouncey than usual. There were a couple of nosebleeds. She has a cold and a
few bruises. She seems more pale. Some cancer in the family (30% of people will
sometime in their lives have some form of cancer), but no leukemia or lymphoma. No
family history of childhood cancer (It is exceedingly rare for childhood cancer to be
inherited) .

Time matters. Fever, despite no sign of a source for her infection, could turn into life-
threatening sepsis. They allow us to examine her small body. Tiny red spots of blood
beneath her skin (called petecchiae) further suggesting (added to the nosebleeds) a
bleeding tendency, possibly very dangerous. Many swollen lymph nodes in her neck,
underarms, groin. Spleen and liver enlarged. It now appears very likely to me that she
has cancer, probably leukemia, but it appears that it has been caught before severe
complications intervene.

Then they freeze as we confirm their pediatrician's suspicion. We think, and later we
know, that their child has cancer. The first sets of blood tests and X-rays, the tests that
can be done routinely are completed STAT. They show leukemia, almost certainly. We
must do additional tests to be certain-bone marrow, spinal tap, other tests. Some of
the test results will be available rapidly, but some high-tech tests take days or even
weeks to do. Microscopic examination of the bone marrow shows that her normal
blood-forming tissue is almost completely replaced with leukemia cells.

How did this happen? What did we do wrong?: First, you did absolutely nothing
wrong. You must not blame yourselves.

We don't yet know exactly what causes cancer, but we have a concept. As children
grow and develop, the cells in their body tissues must generate enormous numbers
of additional cells. To do this, their cells divide and reproduce themselves at an
enormous rate. Sometimes, these cells make a mistake in their DNA blueprints, like
misspelling a letter in a word. Generally, the mistake does not matter, or if it's a
crucial mistake, the cell dies. But sometimes a cell containing a big mistake in its
DNA continues to be able to divide and reproduce. And then another mistake occurs
in one of the daughter cells. A few crucial mistakes-malignant hits in just the wrong
genes-and the cell becomes cancerous. The cancer cell just continues to divide
and produce daughter cells exactly like itself. In contrast to the normal process, these
daughter progeny cells cannot mature and develop into functional cells.



In this leukemia your daughter has, the cancer started in an early cell of the immune
system. This cell should have developed into a cell that makes antibody (ironically a B
cell whose normal function is to protect her against infections). But the leukemia cell
progeny of this one cell, all identical and all continuing to divide, have effectively
crowded out her normal developing blood and immune cells. We see lots of these
leukemia cells through the microscope in the sample of her bone marrow. We feel the
spread to her enlarged lymph nodes, liver and spleen. Despite the spread of
leukemia throughout her body, we think we can cure her, as we cure most kids with
leukemia. (Eli's and Heather's leukemias arose like this in a developing bone
marrow B lymphoid cell. All leukemias are already spread throughout the body when
we diagnose them, since cells in the bone marrow quickly go into the blood. Keith's
type of cancer, a T cell lymphoma, started by a similar process in a developing T
lymphoid cell in the thymus gland near his heart. Normal T cells provide immunity
especially against viruses. We were glad that Keith's lymphoma had not spread
beyond the chest when we diagnosed it. Leukemia and lymphoma are relatively
common forms of the rare disease, childhood cancer).

We will talk lots more about leukemia. Let's do this in small doses, a little each day.
Our urgent job for today is to start the treatment, the road to recovery and we hope,
cure.

They have to trust us. We talk a little more. Though they have only just met us, though
they don't fully understand the disease, they must essentially hand her over to us for
treatments they fear. We begin treatment together. Their trust comes from desperate
courage.

We must merit that trust. They want their child back ... cured, and full of her natural
vibrant potential.

In the early 1970's, the diagnosis of cancer in a child meant a rapid death for more
than 70% of patients. Advances in combined modality treatment-surgery, radiation
therapy, chemotherapy in precise combination-have reversed the chances. Today,
nearly 70% of children with cancer can be cured. This has required an enormous
investment, but this investment will continue forever to payoff richly. Every day,
children are saved from cancers which, when I was a medical student, were uniformly
fatal. {{You will sense the triumph from the wonderful stories told in Harry's
photographs. Harry's kids have beaten their cancers.}}

It was not just luck that Heather, Eli and Keith are triumphing, but other kids
diagnosed in the same years have not done so well. Thus while cancer treatment is
better today, if progress stops, treatment will continue to fail in 30% of my patients.
30% of those children entrusted to me will die. This intolerable thought motivates my
research: To understand how cancers grow. The urgent challenge is to conceive
more effective and less toxic ways to diagnose, cure, and ultimately prevent cancer.

There is nothing more beautiful than seeing research lead to cures. Today nearly one



person in every thousand Americans is a survivor of childhood cancer. The molecular
tools and the growing understanding which biomedical science has put at our
command are incredibly powerful. Cloning a gene, once an impossible dream, is now
so routine that the entire human genome will be revealed within ten years. The time is
here to give these children an even better fighting chance of survival.

Curt I. Civin, MD
Professor, Oncology & Pediatrics
Director, Pediatric Oncology
The Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine
May 27,1997
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My "doctor's words" lack the power to capture the stories of these terrific children. Harry
Connolly's beautiful pictures open up their world, their stories which have been denied for too
long. Like any child's, theirs is a world of joy, but they have been forgotten people-young kids
struggling quietly to save their lives from an unfair enemy. Families have put aside careers, sold
homes, sacrificed and suffered a thousand losses. For too many, all this has failed to stop their
c~'s cancers.

Parents are sent to usJWknowing. Time matters. They ha~o trust us. They tensely answer
our medical history questionszallow us to examine her small bo~en freeze ~e confirm their
pediatrician's suspicion. We think, and later we know, that their child has canceDRtough they have
only just met us, though th~n't fully understand the disease, they must essentially hand her over ---r-:--,.7A-,
to us for treatments they fe .. eir trust comes from desperate courage. t->.A; ~ .~ ~~

We must merit that trust. They want their child back ... cured and full of her natural vibrant df.1J.. '"
potential. . ~ _

In the early I970s, the diagnosis of cancer in a child meant a rapid death for more than
seventy percent of patients. Advances in combined modality treatment--surgery, radiation therapy,
chemotherapy in precise combination--have reversed the chances. Today, nearly seventy percent
of children with cancer can be cured. This has required an enormous investment, but this
investment will continue forever to payoff richly. Every da~_children are saved from cancers
which, when I was a medical student, were uniformly fatal.1Xou will sense the triumph from the /' ~ "- <
wonderful stories told in Harry's photographs. Harry's kids ha~~,t!J.~ir cancerSr.~ r-r> ~

Itwas not just luck that all three kids featured here are. .tg I:'f>utother kids diagnosed ,,'/'O(
in the same years have not done so well. Thirty percent of those children entrusted to me will die.
This intolerable thought motivates my research: To understand how cancers grow. The urgent
challenge is to conceive more effective and less toxic ways to diagnose, cure, and ultimately
prevent cance~ere is nothing more beautiful than seeing research lead to cures.
Today, nearly one person in every thousand ~ America"% a survivor of childhood cancer. The
molecular tools and the growing understanding which biomedical science has put at our commandr/J1iM incredibly powerful. Cloning a gene, once an impossible dream, is now so routine that the entire
human genome will be revealed within ten years. The time is here to give these children an even
better fighting chance of survival.

Curt I.Civin, MD
Professor, Oncology & Pediatrics
Director, Pediatric Oncology
The Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine
April,1997
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Harry Connolly
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June 24, 1997

Dr. ellrt CivIn
Director-Pediatric Onco~
The Joluls Hopkins Orlcology center
600 N..Wolfe Slreet
Baldm.ore, Md. 212117

Dear Dr. CMn,

I want to thank you and your staff for lettine me into your world these past years. Tellini
the SIOIY of Eli, Heather and Keith was a challeuse. a pleasure, a responsibility. EvelYone
was generous with their lime and thoughts and patient with this photographer who took too
many pictures and asked too I1WIYquestions ..

Fighting Chance, Journeys Through Childhood Cancer wiD be out this October. It's
your book as much as it is mine. And everyone who is in the book gets a free copy!

So again, thanks to evctyone. see you soon,

c C- : ~sz;. OA< F'v- F
tPA -:r /7~ {frl fJdC~/y~
5'LJ!<
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January 13, 1998 •

Dr. Curt Civin
Johns Hopkins Oncology Center
Oncology 3-109
600 Wolfe Street
Baltimore, Maryland 21287 •
Dear Dr. Civin:

On behalf of Wood hoIme House co-publishers Liz and Brian Weese, and photographer Harry
Connolly, here is a complimentary advance copy of Harry's new book, Fighting Chance:
Journeys Through Childhood Cancer.

We are thrilled with the way the final product looks, and we are eager to share these stories of
extraordinary courage and professional dedication with an even wider audience. Your assistance
throughout the course of this project was truly appreciated.,

Stocking the book at the hospital giftshop, promoting it in the oncology unit's publications, or
offering it as a premium, Johns Hopkins stands to play an important role in helping us ge\ this
book into the hands of those who want it. Please call us or have a representative contact us if
Johns Hopkins would like to order copies of Fighting Chance to use as a gift for caregivers and
supporters or as a tool for your staffs work with f~ilies .

. We look forward to seeing you and Nancy fOTthe book's launch at Bibelot in Timonium on the
24th. Every best wish for the new year.

Sincerely,

o-
Gregg A. Wilhelm
Director and Editor
(410) 653-7903

•

P.S. Nancy.; do you know a contact at Rosie O'Donnell's show? She donated an item to last
November's fundraiser. Thanks. i\

~ ;'('lel ....u...." ~

~.V,..----
1829 Reisterstown Road· Suite 130 . Baltimore, Maryland 21208 . 410 653 7903 (phone) . 410 653 7904 (fax)
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/ Letter from
/ the Publishers

/ Dear Reader,

/ It is an honor to tell you about a very special book, Fighting Chance: Journeys

j' Through Childhood Cancer by photographer Harry Connolly. These pages depict the
lives of courageous children, frightened but determined families, and brilliant doctors

and caregivers dedicated to a common cause---<:uring children with cancer .
.I Powerful images are enhanced and tempered by the insight, wisdom, and even humor

of all those involved. Every time you open Fighting Chance you discover something new
that brings fuller appreciation and understanding to this poignant, hopeful story.

The images are sometimes difficult, perhaps most especially for us as parents. But as
parents, we are encouraged by the knowledge that breakthroughs occur daily, the odds of

survival increase constantly, and other families have persevered.

We extend warm thanks to Mr. Tom Clancy and Dr. Curt I. Civin for their contributions to this book,
and for taking time from their hectic schedules to enhance and endorse Rghting Chance. We also

j offer immeasurable gratitude to the medical professionals, the children, and their families who
/ invited Mr. Connolly into their lives, and allowed Woodholme House to share this story.

/

When we launched Woodholme House Publishers last year we had no idea that a book like Fighting
Chance would grace our very first season-one of four fabulous books kicking off the publishing

/ house. Thanks to all our authors for their trust, and to you, our readers, for your support.

/ Sincerely,

/ ~~ ~i ...

/

Elizabeth and Brian Weese
Co-Publishers

/


